Título: _____________________________________________________________________
Participantes / actores: ______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
La novela. Proyecto de video
Task: Student(s) will come up with a telenovela story. Telenovelas are an important part of the Hispanic culture
where grandmothers get together with their children and whole family to watch at night. Student(s) need
to be creative and content must be school appropriate. But most importantly students are to have fun at
all times. This is a project that will grade your speaking abilities and ways to use the language in context
and communicatively.
Type of assessment: Summative
Teaming: Individually, four or five students per groups max. Students can be teamed up from a different section
as long as this student’s teacher is Señora Eichler.
Time: Video must be minimum 10 mins long. This time doesn’t include commercials or bloopers (if you decide
to add these). If done individually, it must be 5 mins long minimum.
Extra credit opportunity: Students can provide caption in Spanish or English to their video for 10 points extra.
These points are added to the final grade of 100 points.
¡Importante!:
1. Video must be edited. The final product is a whole video with transitions included, not separate clips.
2. Video must be turned in by the due date: November 21 st, 2019 by 2 pm to me in person in a flash drive
for me to copy, by email or posted in you tube. Proof of email must be provided in case of a glitch. If you
decide to post it in you tube, you must email me the link.
3. Everyone in the group must have a character and perform it in the telenovela.
4. Group must turn in a typed script with their telenovela video.

Grading description:
50

Correct grammar, comprehensible, very few errors, creative, good flow, good use of vocabulary,
everyone has a substantial part, outstanding effort, students’ own work. It is at least 10 mins long. Script
is provided.

45

Mostly correct grammar, comprehensible, a few errors, fairly creative, mostly good flow, good use of
vocabulary, everyone has a part, good effort, students’ own work. It is less than 10 mins. Script is not
provided.

40

Some grammar issues, mostly comprehensible, some flow, vocabulary used, everyone has a part, some
effort seen, translator used

35

Grammar issues, semi comprehensible, choppy flow, everyone has a part, a little effort

30

Many grammar issues, incomprehensible, very little flow, not everyone participates, very little effort
seen

